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As the capital of Switzerland and
seat of government, Bern is
driven by politics. Politics is the
life-blood of the city and
politicking permeates the
ambience of cafés, bars and
restaurants – the social places.

The Kornhaus Café, by
Claudio Silvestrin, occupies part
of the ground floor of the
Kornhaus, a stone and brick built
warehouse built in the
seventeenth century for food
storage. Situated on a main
thoroughfare in the centre of the
city, it is both a coffeehouse in
the traditional continental sense
– where you can read
newspapers quietly, linger over
coffee and get light snacks – and
a modern bar. 

The building had been
abandoned for a number of years

VAU LTING AMBITION
Design of a new café in the vaults of a seventeenth-century warehouse in the Swiss
capital of Bern respects the old building and creates its own ambience.
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1
Main café with bar beyond.
2
Screen of oxidized brass
inset with fluorescent light.



before being renovated and
modernized by a Swiss practice.
Unfortunately, from Silvestrin’s
point of view, work included
insensitively filling perimeter
arches with metal framed panels
of glass. In addition, Swiss
Calvinism, which views with
suspicion anything hinting of
opulent display, appeared to have
infected the local planning
authority. Planners suggested –
quite extraordinarily – that the
asphalt surface outside the
building be extended inside the
café and were initially resistant to
the idea of a stone floor. Architect
and client, who had been
impressed by Silvestrin’s design of
the stone floored and vaulted
Johan restaurant in Graz (AR July
1998) persuaded them otherwise.

In Bern, the shell confronting
the architect was magnificent: a
rectangular volume measuring
2 4 0 m2, marked out by lofty
vaults 6m high and supported on
stone piers. In shaping space and
creating order, Silvestrin has
treated the building with his
customary respect, tempering
austerity with opulent treatment
of a few materials and flashes of
poetic licence.

The piers were in poor
condition and were restored,
reclad in stone and given
restrained new capitals to
conceal lighting. Big slabs of
sandy stone make up a new floor
laid over services – the colour
matched in walls and ceiling by
pigmented plaster and limewash.
Around the perimeter,
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translucent glass screens soften
glare, diffuse the light and
obscure the traffic outside.

You move from the quiet
intimacy of a reading carrel
stacked with newspapers near
the entrance, to the liveliness of
the main café. Beyond this is the
bar running almost the width of
the room. Silvestrin’s ordering
has been subtly contrived
without carving up volume.
Furniture and fittings are
designed to maintain the
grandeur of the space – the
kitchen for example is contained
within a free-standing box to the
left of the entrance, the height of
the walls maintaining clear views
of the vaulting.

This architect’s use of
materials is always delightful,
generally expressing an
addiction to the sensuality of
stone and wood – used here for
monastically plain low benches
and carrel desk. But the surprise
is the oxidized brass of
strategically placed screens
which create clear passages
either side of the café tables.
Inset with fluorescent tubes
which cast stripes of blue light
across the floor, they indicate
division between service areas –
like cloakroom and lavatories –
and the main café, and between
it and the bar. The bar counter is
another sheet of brass, its width
emphasized by a single strip of
light.  P E N N Y M C G U I R E

A r c h i t e c t
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plan (scale approx 1:275)
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Café entrance.
4
Screen indicating clear passage from
entrance to bar.
5
Wooden carrel stacked with
newpapers, designed by Silvestrin.
6
Bar counter of oxidized brass.
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